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As one of the home window to open the brand-new world, this China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural
Revolution By Da Chen offers its amazing writing from the author. Released in one of the preferred
publishers, this publication China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen turneds into
one of the most ideal publications lately. Actually, guide will not matter if that China's Son: Growing Up In
The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen is a best seller or not. Every book will certainly always offer ideal
sources to obtain the viewers all finest.

Amazon.com Review
Born in 1962 in southern China, Da Chen had monumental hurdles to overcome before he could even walk
or talk. Mao Tse-tung's Cultural Revolution was in full swing, and the descendents of landlords, who were
despised, were routinely stripped of their wealth, beaten, humiliated, and sent off to labor camps. Da Chen,
the grandson of a landlord, lives several parallel lives: he excels in school but then gives up studying in the
face of unbearable pressure and harassment from teachers, students, and administrators. He is a self-taught
musician but also a member of a gang of toughs. His siblings, banned from school, work from before sunrise
to sunset in the muddy, backbreaking rice fields. But eventually all the dichotomies in Da's life come
together, and he makes a break for a new life, with higher education as his foundation for future success.

Da Chen's engrossing memoir, adapted for younger readers from his book Colors of the Mountain, paints a
colorful, painful, sometimes humorous picture of life during the 1960s and '70s, when formerly privileged
Chinese families were at the mercy of Chairman Mao and his ruthless Red Guard soldiers. The writing is at
times jerky, other times poetic, and Da Chen's time frame can be confusing. However, this is a book young
readers will not soon forget, especially if it's their first glimpse of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.
(Ages 12 and older) --Emilie Coulter

From Publishers Weekly
Adapted for young adults from Chen's memoir (Colors of the Mountain), this coming-of-age tale traces the
author's boyhood in Maoist China. Born in 1962, Chen grows up in privation and humiliation as the
grandson of former landlords. His family has been stripped of property and is cruelly treated by fellow
villagers and politicos. Chen's siblings must quit school to become farmers, his father is fired from his
teaching job and repeatedly hauled off to labor camp, and his grandfather is publicly beaten. Chen's only
recourse is to excel at his studies ("I shone, despite their efforts to snuff me out"). The pacing here lurches a
bit; what may have worked well for adult audiences could throw younger readers. However, humor and
unflinching honesty inform the narrative, which is shot through with lyrical descriptions ("my fate stood
undecided, wavering in the wind like a blade of grass along the Dong Jing River"). Some of the most
involving scenes revolve around the boy's gradual inclusion in a Huck Finn-esque gang that cares little about
his privileged background. Young adults interested in this area of history may wish to read Ji-li Jiang's recent
Red Scarf Girl, which chronicles her adolescence at the time Mao was taking power. Chen's reminiscences
add another intriguing perspective on this turbulent time. Ages 12-up.
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From School Library Journal
Gr 7 Up-China's Son is a retelling for young readers of Da Chen's memoir, Colors of the Mountain (Random,
2000), a book easily accessible to older middle and high school students without adaptation. During the
Cultural Revolution, even people living in remote villages like Yellow Stone in southern China felt its
effects. The author grew up in this small village, and because his grandfather was a landlord, his family was
persecuted. Though he was a bright boy and remained in school for most of this period, he was mistreated by
students and teachers alike. He eventually began hanging around with a gang of young gamblers and soon
abandoned his lessons altogether though he continued to attend school. The Cultural Revolution ran its
course, and college became an option. At this point, Da Chen realized how limited his future would be
without an education, but by now, he was woefully behind his classmates. He and his older brother began a
rigorous course of study to prepare for college entrance exams. Da Chen's admission to Beijing First Foreign
Language Institute is the culmination of a powerful but dry coming-of-age story about a young man
struggling to figure out just who he is in a society whose very structure is undergoing massive change.
China's Son joins Ji-Li Jiang's Red Scarf Girl (HarperCollins, 1997) and Song Nan Zhang's A Little Tiger in
the Chinese Night (Tundra, 1993) as part of a growing body of literature about children living during this
difficult period of Chinese history.

Barbara Scotto, Michael Driscoll School, Brookline, MA
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Discover much more encounters as well as expertise by reading guide entitled China's Son: Growing Up In
The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen This is an e-book that you are seeking, right? That corrects. You
have concerned the best website, after that. We constantly give you China's Son: Growing Up In The
Cultural Revolution By Da Chen as well as one of the most preferred books in the world to download and
install and appreciated reading. You may not neglect that visiting this set is a purpose and even by
unintentional.

When going to take the experience or ideas kinds others, publication China's Son: Growing Up In The
Cultural Revolution By Da Chen can be an excellent source. It holds true. You could read this China's Son:
Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen as the source that can be downloaded right here. The
way to download and install is likewise easy. You can see the web link web page that we offer then acquire
guide to make an offer. Download and install China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da
Chen and also you could put aside in your personal device.

Downloading the book China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen in this web site
lists can offer you more advantages. It will certainly show you the best book collections and finished
compilations. Numerous books can be located in this site. So, this is not only this China's Son: Growing Up
In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen However, this book is referred to review considering that it is a
motivating book to give you a lot more possibility to obtain experiences and also ideas. This is basic, read
the soft data of guide China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen as well as you get it.
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A candid memoir about growing up during the Chinese Cultural Revolution, adapted by the author from his
Colors of the Mountain, published by Random House.

Da Chen was born in China in 1962. The grandson of a landlord, he and his family were treated as outcasts
in Communist China. In school, Da was an excellent student until a teacher told him that, because of his
“family’s crimes,” he could never be more than a poor farmer. Feeling his fate was hopeless, Da responded
by dropping out and hanging around with a gang. However, after Mao’s death, Da realized that an education
and college might be possible, but he had to make up for the time he’d wasted. He began to study–all day
and into the night. His entire family rallied to help him succeed, working long hours in the rice fields and
going into debt to ensure that Da would have an education. When the final exam results were posted, he had
one of the highest scores in the region and had earned a place at the prestigious Beijing University. Now his
family’s past would not harm their future.
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Born in 1962 in southern China, Da Chen had monumental hurdles to overcome before he could even walk
or talk. Mao Tse-tung's Cultural Revolution was in full swing, and the descendents of landlords, who were
despised, were routinely stripped of their wealth, beaten, humiliated, and sent off to labor camps. Da Chen,
the grandson of a landlord, lives several parallel lives: he excels in school but then gives up studying in the
face of unbearable pressure and harassment from teachers, students, and administrators. He is a self-taught
musician but also a member of a gang of toughs. His siblings, banned from school, work from before sunrise
to sunset in the muddy, backbreaking rice fields. But eventually all the dichotomies in Da's life come
together, and he makes a break for a new life, with higher education as his foundation for future success.

Da Chen's engrossing memoir, adapted for younger readers from his book Colors of the Mountain, paints a
colorful, painful, sometimes humorous picture of life during the 1960s and '70s, when formerly privileged
Chinese families were at the mercy of Chairman Mao and his ruthless Red Guard soldiers. The writing is at
times jerky, other times poetic, and Da Chen's time frame can be confusing. However, this is a book young
readers will not soon forget, especially if it's their first glimpse of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.



(Ages 12 and older) --Emilie Coulter

From Publishers Weekly
Adapted for young adults from Chen's memoir (Colors of the Mountain), this coming-of-age tale traces the
author's boyhood in Maoist China. Born in 1962, Chen grows up in privation and humiliation as the
grandson of former landlords. His family has been stripped of property and is cruelly treated by fellow
villagers and politicos. Chen's siblings must quit school to become farmers, his father is fired from his
teaching job and repeatedly hauled off to labor camp, and his grandfather is publicly beaten. Chen's only
recourse is to excel at his studies ("I shone, despite their efforts to snuff me out"). The pacing here lurches a
bit; what may have worked well for adult audiences could throw younger readers. However, humor and
unflinching honesty inform the narrative, which is shot through with lyrical descriptions ("my fate stood
undecided, wavering in the wind like a blade of grass along the Dong Jing River"). Some of the most
involving scenes revolve around the boy's gradual inclusion in a Huck Finn-esque gang that cares little about
his privileged background. Young adults interested in this area of history may wish to read Ji-li Jiang's recent
Red Scarf Girl, which chronicles her adolescence at the time Mao was taking power. Chen's reminiscences
add another intriguing perspective on this turbulent time. Ages 12-up.
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From School Library Journal
Gr 7 Up-China's Son is a retelling for young readers of Da Chen's memoir, Colors of the Mountain (Random,
2000), a book easily accessible to older middle and high school students without adaptation. During the
Cultural Revolution, even people living in remote villages like Yellow Stone in southern China felt its
effects. The author grew up in this small village, and because his grandfather was a landlord, his family was
persecuted. Though he was a bright boy and remained in school for most of this period, he was mistreated by
students and teachers alike. He eventually began hanging around with a gang of young gamblers and soon
abandoned his lessons altogether though he continued to attend school. The Cultural Revolution ran its
course, and college became an option. At this point, Da Chen realized how limited his future would be
without an education, but by now, he was woefully behind his classmates. He and his older brother began a
rigorous course of study to prepare for college entrance exams. Da Chen's admission to Beijing First Foreign
Language Institute is the culmination of a powerful but dry coming-of-age story about a young man
struggling to figure out just who he is in a society whose very structure is undergoing massive change.
China's Son joins Ji-Li Jiang's Red Scarf Girl (HarperCollins, 1997) and Song Nan Zhang's A Little Tiger in
the Chinese Night (Tundra, 1993) as part of a growing body of literature about children living during this
difficult period of Chinese history.

Barbara Scotto, Michael Driscoll School, Brookline, MA
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Most helpful customer reviews

24 of 25 people found the following review helpful.
China's Boy-Definately an engrossing read!
By A Customer
As a 12 year old student, I was assigned to read China's Son as a class project. As usual, I took one look at
the cover and felt discouraged. But as I worked my way through the book, I actually began to understand the
meaning of Da Chen's words.
Growing up in China during the Cultural Revolution was difficult for poverty stricken Da Chen. The book



shows how he deals with his hardships, going from top student to the child no one likes, just because of his
social standing. Da even joins a gang of hoodlums in his neighborood, and slowly becomes disinterested in
the school he once loved. After dealing with family issues, Da realizes that he wants more in life then to
become an uneducated farmer. Determined to succeed, he studies to enter one of China's best collages. Da
Chen leaves readers on edge, hoping and praying that Da will make it into collage.
Although the book started off slowly for me, I would most definately reccomend it to any jr. through high
schooler. Reading about Da Chen's determination is inspirational!

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
An inspirational, insightful autobiography
By Midwest Book Review
China's Sons is the intensely personal account of Da Chen, born in China in 1962, is reviewed here for its
importance to many an adult reader as well. Chen and his family were outcasts in Communist China, and Da
had to drop out of school as a result. When Mao died, Da faced a long struggle to regain his education and go
to college ? and his entire family helped him succeed. China's Son is an inspirational, insightful
autobiography.

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
Interesting child account of the Cultural Revolution
By A Customer
As an adult interested in China and the Cultural Revolution and having traveled many times to China, I read
this book not really expecting to glean much from it. It was well written though and appropriately rated. I
found Da Chen a character I could relate with (even as an adult) and discovered his account to be full of
emotion: frightened, bitter, angry, excited, happy etc.. I think most of the "facts" were presented in truth.

See all 15 customer reviews...
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The important is that usage this soft documents book China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution
By Da Chen to review as well as take the advantages. It is just what we suggest as book China's Son:
Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen will certainly enhance your thoughts and also mind.
After that, checking out book will certainly likewise improve your life quality much better by taking
excellent action in balanced.
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Cultural Revolution, even people living in remote villages like Yellow Stone in southern China felt its
effects. The author grew up in this small village, and because his grandfather was a landlord, his family was
persecuted. Though he was a bright boy and remained in school for most of this period, he was mistreated by
students and teachers alike. He eventually began hanging around with a gang of young gamblers and soon
abandoned his lessons altogether though he continued to attend school. The Cultural Revolution ran its
course, and college became an option. At this point, Da Chen realized how limited his future would be
without an education, but by now, he was woefully behind his classmates. He and his older brother began a
rigorous course of study to prepare for college entrance exams. Da Chen's admission to Beijing First Foreign
Language Institute is the culmination of a powerful but dry coming-of-age story about a young man
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As one of the home window to open the brand-new world, this China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural
Revolution By Da Chen offers its amazing writing from the author. Released in one of the preferred
publishers, this publication China's Son: Growing Up In The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen turneds into
one of the most ideal publications lately. Actually, guide will not matter if that China's Son: Growing Up In
The Cultural Revolution By Da Chen is a best seller or not. Every book will certainly always offer ideal
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